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In this paper, we give a recursive construction from an LTTS(u +2) to an 
LTTS( 160 + 2) for u > 3. Furthermore, the existence of LTTS(2” + 2) is proved. 
Thereby, we completely solve the existence problem of LTTS(V) (large set of 
pairwise disjoint transitive triple systems of order 0). 0 1992 Academic Press, Inc. 
In what follows, an ordered pair will always be an ordered pair (x, y), 
where x # y. A transitive triple is a collection of three ordered pairs of the 
form (6, Y), (Y, z), (x, z)}, which we will always denote by (x, y, z). 
A transitive triple system (TTS(u)) is a pair (X, B), where X is a set 
containing v elements and B is a collection of transitive triples of elements 
of X such that every ordered pair of elements of X belongs to exactly one 
transitive triple of B. It is well known that the spectrum for TTS(U) is the 
set of all v = 0 or 1 (mod 3). It is easy to see that if (X, B) is a TTS(u) then 
(BI = v(u - 1)/3. 
A large set of pairwise disjoint TTS(v)s is a collection of 3(v-2) 
pairwise disjoint TTS(v)s. It is denoted by LTTS(o). Up to now, all known 
results about LTTS(V) are (see [l-3]) 
(Rl) LTTS(o), for v=3, 4, 6, 7, 18, 24; 
(R2) LTTS(n + 2), for n E 1 or 5 (mod 6); 
(R3) LTTS(U) + LTTS(3u), for v 3 3 and u f6; 
(R4) LTTS(V+ 1) -+ LTTS(3u + I), for v B 3; 
(R5) LTTS(v + 2) + LTTS(nu + 2), for II z 1 or 5 (mod 6); 
(R6) LTTS(2” + 2), for n = 0, 3,4,5 (mod 6) or n 5 0 (mod 4). 
All that remains for a complete solution of the existence problem for 
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LTTS(V) is a construction for u = 26n+1 + 2 and v = 212n+’ + 2. In this 
paper, we give a recursive construction from an LTTS(v + 2) to an 
LTTS( 16v + 2). Thereby, we can get an LTTS(2” + 2) for all integers y1> 0 
and can declare that there exists an LTTS(v) for any v = 0 or 1 (mod 3). 
A SYMMETRIC LTTS(24 + 2) 
In [4, 51 we introduced a kind of special large set of disjoint 
Mendelsohn triple systems (LMTS)-symmetric LMTS. Here, similarly, 
we define a kind of special LTTS-symmetric LTTS{ (X, BJ),, i.e., there 
exist a # b E X such that the following conditions hold for any i (where 
4 Y4 (4 b}): 
(1) (n, b, x) (or (a, x, b) or (x, a, b))EBi if and only if (x, b, a) (or 
(b, x, a) or (b, a, x)) E Bi; 
(2) (a, x, u) (or (x, a, u) or (x, y, a)) E Bi if and only if (b, y, x) (or 
(v, b, xl or (v, x, b)) E B,. 
Below, we will give a symmetric LTTS(24 f 2), which is the key in this 
paper and is taken from [6]. 
Let F= GF(24), a finite field containing 24 elements, and g be a primitive 
element of F, g4 + g = 1. Take two elemens co r, co 2 $ F. We will construct 
LTTS(l8)= {({{x,, co2}uF,B~);x~F,j~{l,2,3}}. 
In each system B’, there are the following types of triples: 
kernel-triple (i.e., triple containing cc i, co?, and x), 
co ,-triple (i.e., triple containing 00 i), i = 1, 2, 
x-triple (i.e., triple containing x, but neither co, nor co,), 
y-triple (i.e., triple containing neither co i , co2, nor x). 
For a given x E F, each ordered pair ( y, z), where y # z E F\ {x], can be 
uniquely written as (v, CIX + (1 - a) y) where CI E F\ (0, 1 }. We say that the 
ordered pair belongs to the pair class (a), (briefly, PC (a), or (a)). It 
is easy to see that each ordered pair of distinct elements of F\ {x> belongs 
to a uniquely determined PC. In every y-triple there are three such ordered 
pairs, in every x-triple (or co,-triple) there is only one such ordered pair, 
and there is none in every kernel-triple. Each PC contains 24 - 1 = 15 
pairwise distinct ordered pairs. The total number of the PCs (for given x) 
is 24-2=14. 
Each transitive triple (u, v, w), where u # v # w  # u E F, can be uniquely 
written as (u, U,~U + (1 - n)v), where A E F\ (0, 1 }. We say that the triple 
belongs to the triple class [JL] (briefly TC [I/z]). It is easy to see that each 
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transitive triple (containing none of cc I and 00~) belongs to a uniquely 
determined TC. Each TC contains 24(24 - 1) = 240 pairwise distinct triples. 
The total number of the TCs is 24 - 2 = 14. 
Define the mappingf, (brieflyf) from F\{x} into F\ (x}, 
f,:y+crx+(l--)y, 
where x E F is given and CI E F\ { 0, 1). We have fk(y) = 1(1- (1 - a)k)x + 
(1-a)“~, where f”(y)=y and f”(y)=f(f”-l(y)). So, fk(y)=y if and 
only if (1 - u)” = 1. Take note of g4 + g = 1, g is a primitive element of F. 
We have the smallest period li = 15 or 3, if a = g4 or g’. 
LEMMA 1. There exists a partition of all ml-triples and NJ,-triples from 
the set {co,, co,)ul? 
j=l reF 
such that all ordered pairs of triples in each Ci are just 
{(a,, u), (u, a,); u~F\{x}, i= 1,2} u {(y, z); 
(Y,z)E (s*>.or (g’),). 
Proof. By our statement above, we can denote all elements of F\ (x] 
by ~0, Y,, . . . . Y14 such that Yit 1 =f (Yi), i.e., yi+ I = g4x + gy, (here and in 
what follows all subscripts are modulo 15). Let 
c.k= {Cc019 YZi, Y*i+l), (.YO, co13 Yl), (Y2i-1, hi3 col), 
(a2, Y2i+1, Y2i)s (VI, a2, Yoh (Y2i, Y2ip1, 032); 16i67); 
cf.= w 1, Y2i+1, Y2,+2), (Yl? al> Y2h (Y,i, Y2;+1r ~I), 
(a 25 Y2r+2, Y2it 1h (Y23 332, Ylh (Y2i+1, Y2i, Co,); 16S7]; 
ci= l.(col, Yl, Y2), (Yi, Go1t Yi+l), (YO3 Yl, m1)3 
(a22 Y2> YlL (Yi+1, m2, ~~1, (yl, Y,, ~0,); 2 did 14). 
Obviously, IC’il = ICzl = ICzl =30. Note that {(yl, yi+r); O<i< 14) = 
(g”>, and {(Yi+l, y,); 0 < id 14) = (g’),. We can assert that the given 
construction satisfies all conditions of Lemma 1. 1 
LEMMA 2. There exists a partition of all triples of the TC [g5] and 
cs’“l~ 
5%./60/Z-IO 
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such that all ordered pairs of triples in each Ej, are just 
{(Y, ~1; (Y, z)E (s5>, or (s’“>,). 
ProoJ By remarks made before Lemma 1, we can partition all elements 
of F\ {x} into circuits 
CYi.0, Yi,lt Y&d, ldi6.5, 
such that yi,k+I =fgs( Y~,~), where 0 <k < 2 and yi,3 = y,,. Let 
Ei= {(Y~,o, Y~,~, Y~,~), (Y~.~, Y~,~, Y~,~); 1 GiG5>, 
EZ= {(Y~,I, ~,2, Y~,o), (Yi,o, ~i.2, ~i.1); 16i6 5}, 
EiZ= {(Yi,23 Y,o, Y~,I)Y (Yi.1, Yi,o, Y,,); 1 GiG5). 
Obviously, IE.il = lEf[ = IEil = 10. Note that gs + g” = 1 and 
{(Y,k, ~i,k+l); lGiG5,0dkd2)=<g5)xr 
{(Yi,k+l, Yi,k); l <i<5,O<k<2}= (g”),. 
Besides, we can verify that 
xvF {(Yr,k, .t Ik+l,yi,k+2);1~i~5,0Gkd23=[g’o], 
~~~{(Yj,k+2Yi,k+I.Yi,k);l~i~5,0~k~2)=[gS1. 
Thus, the construction is true. 1 
Now, we can give a symmetric TTS(24 + 2) = {({co 1, co2j u F, Bi); 
xEF, j= 1, 2, 3) as follows: 
B;: 
(1) (Go19 032, x), (x3 a23 WI) 
(2) c (3) (4) 
(3) Et (5) (10) c51 Cl01 
(4) (Y, x> g6x+g13Y) (6) Cl31 
(5) (Y, g8x+g2Yd7x+g9Y) (8) (7) (9) c31 
(Y, g’3x+g6Y, ,cc4x+g3y) (13) (14) (11) c41 
(Y, g12x+g11Y> gx+g4Y) (12) (1) (2) Cl1 
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(1) (al, x, a,), (0029 XT al) 
(2) c: 
(3) E: 
(4) (Y, 4 g8x+g2y) 
(5) (Y, g2x+g8YY g13x+g6Y) 
(y, g14x + g3Y, g"x +dy) 
(Y, g9x +g'v, g12x +g"Y) 
B;: 
(1) (x2 aI> ~2), ((3323 a13 XI 
(2) c: 
(3) E: 
(4) (Y, x> g2x+g8y) 
(5) (Y, g8x+g2YY g6x+g13y) 
(Y, g13x + PY> g'x + g9y) 
(Y, g9x + g'Y> gx + kY"Y) 
(3) (4) 
(5) (10) 
(8) 
(2) (13) (6) 
(14) (11) (7) 
(9) (12) (1) 
(3) (4) 
(5) (10) 
(2) 
(8) (6) (12) 
(13) (7) (14) 
(9) (1) (11) 
c51 Cl01 
PI 
Cl21 
Cl11 
Cl41 
c51 [101 
PI 
C61 
[171 
c91 
where y E F\ {x} and Ci, Ei are taken from Lemmas 1 and 2. What is 
written at the right side are the corresponding PC and TC. The PC (a), 
and TC [a] are briefly denoted by (m ) and [lo] if c( = g”. For each 
element gmx + g”y, the equation g” + g” = 1 holds. The correctness of the 
construction has been verified by us in [6]. 
A RECURSIVE CONSTRUCTION n+ 2-+ 16n+2 
Let F = GF(2'), Q = { 0, 1, . . . . n - 1 }, II 3 3 and (Q, 0 ) be an idempotent 
quasigroup of order n. On the set Fx Q define a system of transitive triples 
44z(h 0) = MY, U)> (YY 01, ( z, UOfJ)), ((Y, u), (z, uou), (Y, u)), ((z, uou), 
(Y, ~1, (Y, u))>, where Y # zcF,u#v~Q. Then(see [7]) 
can be partitioned into three sets D’(y, z), D2(y, z), and D3(y, z) such that 
(1) The three triples in each G!~,~(u, v) belong to different D’(y, z); 
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(2) If u # v E Q, then each of the ordered pairs ((y, u), (z, v)) and 
((z, v), (v, u)) belongs to exactly one triple in each of D’(y, z), D*(y, z), 
and D3(y, z). Obviously, IDj(y, z)l = n(n - l), j = 1, 2, 3. 
Let car, CQ,$FXQ, X= {ml, co*} u (Fx Q) and a be a cycle of length 
n on Q. Let {({car, co2}uQ,L~); k~Q,j=1,2,3) be an LTTS(n+2), 
and {({al, co*} u F, Bj,); x E F, j= 1,2, 3) be a symmetric LTTS(24 + 2) 
given in the above section. Now, we can give the 16n + 2 construction, 
The system !J& consists of four parts of transitive triples as follows: 
Part 1. ((x, u), (x, 0),(x, w)) provided (u, v, W) E Ljk, whenever cci, or co2 
appears for U, v, w omit the first coordinate x. This gives (n + l)(n + 2)/3 
triples. 
Part 2. ((v, u), (z, II), (r, (uov)c?)) provided (I’, -7, r)EBjy, y, z, r EF 
and U, v E Q. This gives 70n’ triples. 
Part 3. The collection of triples obtained by replacing the unique pair 
(y, z) with ((y, u), (z, UC?)) or ((y, UC?), (z, 21)) in each co,-triple or 
co ,-triple of Ci, where u E Q. This gives 30~ triples. 
Part 4. The collection of triples obtained by replacing (z, W) with 
(z, WC?) in each triple of {DJ(y, z); (y, z) E ( g4)X}, where g is a primitive 
element of F, g4 + g = 1, and ( g” ), is a pair class. This gives 15n(n - 1) 
triples. 
THEOREM 1. If there exists an LTTS(n + 2), n > 3, then there exists an 
LTTS( 16~ + 2). 
ProoJ 1. Each Q& is a TTS( 16~ + 2). Direct calculation shows that 
each Szj,,, contains 
(n + l)(n + 2)/3 + 70n2 + 30n + 15n(n - 1) = (16~ + 2)(16n + 1)/3 
transitive triples, just the number we expected. Therefore, we only need to 
show that every ordered pair P of distinct elements of the set X is con- 
tained in some triple in !Zi k. All the posibilities are exhausted as follows 
(“P is contained by some triple in Part i” will be replaced briefly with “P 
in Part i”): 
(1) P= (GO;, CO,-~), (co,, tx, u)), ((x, ~1, ai), and (tx, ~1, tx, ~1) in 
Part 1, where i = 1, 2, u # v E (2. 
(2) p=tcoi, (Y, u)) and ((y, u), coi) in Part 3, where i = 1, 2, 
y~F\{x}, and UEQ. 
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(3) P=((y,u), (v,v)), YEF\{x}, u#u~Q. There exists z~I;\{x} 
such that (y, z) E (g”),. So, P is covered by each triple of d,,,+(u, v). 
Therefore, P in Part 4. 
(4) P=((Y,u),(z,v)),yfzEF\{x}, U,UEQ. 
(iJ If (v, z) or (z, y) E (g4),, then there exists WE Q such that 
(24 0 w)ak = u. If w  = U, i.e., v = z&, then P is in Part 3. Or else ((y, u), 
(z, u o w)) is covered by some triple of D’(y, z). Thus P = ((y, u), 
(2, (~0 w)c?)) in Part 4. 
@ If (y, z) and (z, y) $ ( g4 >,, then there exists r E F such that 
(Y, z, y) or (Y, r, z) or (r, Y, z) EB;. Thus PE ((v, ~1, (z, ~1, (y, ~1) or 
((v, ~1, (y, 4, (z, ~1) or ((r, ~“1, (Y, ~1, (z, 0)) in Part 2, where w  
w’, W”EQ and W=(UOU)C?, u=(uow’)&, v=(w”ou)L@. 
2. {X,sZ’,,,); XEF, k~Q,j=1,2,3} is an LTTS(16n+2). We only 
need to show that every transitive triple T from X is contined in some CZ?;,, 
above. All the possibilities are exhausted as follows: 
(1) T=(ai, ~3-i, (x, k)), (ai, (x, k), ~3sil or ((x, k), a,, a,-i), 
i=l,2, XEF, kEQ. There exists Jo (1,2,3} and ~EQ such that T in 
Part 1 of Gi f. 
(2) T- (ai, (Y, ~1, k ~1) (or ((Y, ~1, ai, (z, ~1) or ((.Y, ~1, b, v), ai)), 
i-1,2, (y,u)#(z,v)~FxQ. If y=z and (coi,u,u) (or (u, coi,v) or 
(u, v, a,)) E Li, then T in Part 1 of sZI+ Or else, let x = (z -gv)/g” 
(if i = 1) or x = (v - gz)/g4 (if i = 2). There exists k E Q such that v = uctk. 
Then T in part 3 of lJj= r nix,,. 
(3) T=((x,u), (x,z)), (x,w)), XEF, u#u#w#u~Q. There exist k 
and j such that (u, u, w) E Li. Then T in Part 1 of &!j, k. 
(4) T= ((v, ~1, (.Y, ~1, (z, ~1) (or ((v, ~1, (z, ;I, (Y, ~1) or ((z, w), 
(y,u), (~,v))),y#z~F,u,u,w~Q, u#v. Let x=(z-gy)/g4. There exists 
k such that (u 0 v)a” = w. Then T in Part 4 of tJ;= I S2i,k. 
(5) T=((y,u), (z,zI), (Y, w)), y#z#r#y~F, U,U, w~Q.Thereexist 
x,j, and k such that (y,z,r)~Bi and (u~u)cx~=w. Then Tin Part2 of 
.Q; k. , 
This complete the proof. 1 
THE MAIN RESULTS 
THEOREM 2. For any integer n 3 1, there exists an LTTS(2” + 2). 
ProoJ First, by (Rl), we have LTTS(4), LTTS(6), and LTTS(18). And 
there exists an LTTS(lZ), by (R3). Furthermore, we have LTTS(lO) and 
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LTTS(34), by (R4). So, for y1= 1, 2, 3,4, 5, there exists an LTTS(2” + 2). 
We use induction on n. Suppose there exists an LTTS(2k + 2) for any k < n 
(n 3 5). By Theorem 1, since 2”-3 > 3, there exists an LTTS(24 . 2”-3 + 2) = 
LTTS(2”+’ + 2). m 
THEOREM 3. For any v-0 or 1 (mod 3), theve exists an LTTS(u). 
Proof: Let v = 2% + 2, where u = 1 or 5 (mod 6). If n = 0, by (R2), there 
exists an LTTS(u). If n > 1, there exists an LTTS(2” -I- 2) by Theorem 2; 
thereby there exists an LTTS(u) by (R5). 1 
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